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Us

Using story to make:
THE HARD SELL 

Investing for the future

Multiple options

Lower costs

Fewer options

Higher costs

Fewest options

Highest costs

2019 2025 2030 2035

Modernizing CA Dams



Red Dots: High hazard
Loss of life and significant 

property damage

Yellow Dots: Medium Hazard
Significant property damage

Black Dots: Low Hazard
Minimal property damage

The story of the 
Oroville Dam

Oroville Dam constructed as the 
tallest dam in the country in 1968

Total capacity is 3,500,000 acre 
feet

Spillway

Emergency 
Spillway



2005 lawsuit: Emergency spillway wasn’t 
properly built and posed serious risks

2008 Lawsuit: Dam was not prepared for the 
new risks from climate change

The state won

The state won

2008

2016

100,000 cubic feet/second



But the rain kept coming …and coming

…and coming

…and coming



San Jose



California awards $275 million 
contract to repair Oroville Dam 

spillway Not really

Football fields with 
endzones would fit onto 
the concrete splashpad 
being built below the 
emergency spillway 

25
EMERGENCY SPILLWAY

55,000 
feet of drainage pipe – stacked 
vertically would stretch more than 

10 miles high

MAIN SPILLWAY

pounds of reinforcing steel – the 
equivalent of running a piece of

from Portland, Oregon 
to San Diego, California

12,400,000

1 inch diameter steel

MAIN SPILLWAY

cubic yards of concrete – 
enough concrete to build a

from Oroville, Calif. 
to Amarillo, Texas

509,600
5.5 foot 
sidewalk

MAIN SPILLWAY

cubic yards of concrete - 
enough to fill

Olympic-sized 
swimming pools

1,215,600

372

MAIN & EMERGENCY SPILLWAYS

REBAR : 

4,045,000 lbs
SPILLWAY CHUTE 
CONCRETE THICKNESS: 

2 feet, 8 inches
average

MAIN SPILLWAY

REBAR: 

12,400,000 lbs
SPILLWAY CHUTE 
CONCRETE THICKNESS: 

7 feet, 6 inches
average

1968 vs 2018

Lake Oroville Spillways Construction Fast Facts

Concrete Splashpad



$1.1 billion
Before lawsuits…

$275 Million?

AND…..

January 2019

AND…..



A legally deaf woman was 
assigned to drive a truck down 

the spillway and listen for hollow 
sounds in the concrete as her 
colleagues performed what’s 

known as “chain drag testing.”

AND MOST 
IMPORTANTLY

…..

?
Knowledge transfer 

slide

Everyone has something 

they want to have happen  

and a story to tell 



Survival



Brain Evolved 
Respond to Story 

Story - 100,000

Books - 5,000

Powerpoint - 30

When Emotions are
Triggered 

Significant 
Uptake of Dopamine 



Good story
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Deeply personal story
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Endorphins
The more 

emotionally 
invested you are, 

the less critical you 
become



?
Why we remember this

And this
But not much of 

this???????But not this

and how we tell itIt’s all about the story



We provide 
community-based 
global health education 
programs for students 
and institutions. Our 
unique model fosters 
reciprocal partnerships 
and empowerment in 
local communities, 
transforming 
perspectives about 
self, healing and global 
citizenship.

Our mission is to advance racial, 
economic, and health equity through 
community-driven food and 
neighborhood initiatives. We envision 
a vibrant city where historically 
marginalized communities shape their 
neighborhoods’ future, have equitable 
opportunities for healthy food and safe 
community spaces, and build 
community wealth.

to tell a 
good story 

They are 
missing the 
chance 

““ Even if you have reams of evidence on 
your side, remember: numbers numb, 
jargon jars, and nobody ever marched on 
Washington because of a pie chart. If you 
want to connect with your audience, tell 
them a story.” 

Andy Goodman

Text

An eye 
 for an eye
An eye 
for an eye

Death Penalty 

Text Facts                                     Software                                                

An eye 
for an eyeStatistics prove  

the death penalty  
is not a stronger  
deterrent  
than a life sentence   

  



Text

An eye 
for an eyeIt is immoral for the  

state to sanction 
killing  

It is unconstitutional   

  

Text New Software                               Hardware                                                                     

HmmmmInnocent people  
have been 
executed 

Its better to wait  
and be certain  

Text

1992

Gallup Poll

American support for the death penalty



HAPPY

BIRTHDAY

$9.99



Season 1 Recap:
15 million views

$500,000

$150,000 $2,500,000

January 2019
We have to have the 
facts and data but….



“Facts don’t have the power 
to change someone’s story.  
Your goal is to introduce a 
new story that will let your 

facts in.” 

Annette Simmons 
The Story Factor:  

Inspiration, Influence and Persuation  
Through the Art of Storytelling   

Change Begins with a Story

  1.    Pick a time keeper (need a second hand) 

  2.  Everyone in the group  (2 minutes total)  

Think about a time when you 
really wanted something   

  3.  One at a time --Tell your story to your group  2 minutes ea.   
Go clockwise -- From the Timekeeper  
The time keeper is last  

House Rules

  1.   Everyone tells a story 

  2.   No copying 

  3.   No sex 

Change Begins with a Story
4.  Each person has a number (clockwise from timer).  
  

5.  Each person pick 1 story others will like to hear.  

6.  Write the # of the story on a piece of paper. Fold it.  
       Give the folded paper to the facilitator(s). 

7.  Facilitators -- Tally results privately.   
       Tell your group  which story got the most votes.    

8.  A two way tie is ok.  Otherwise revote on the leaders.  

What do good stories 
have in common? 

Storyteller --> Barrier -->  Barrier -->  Barrier --> End Result 

Act I                 Act II              Act III

STORIES

Henry+Bibi

Henry +Bibi +Fiona



LIfe in Balance - Incident - Out of Balance 

Tells what it’s like to deal with opposing forces 

Work with scarce resources

Make difficult decisions 

Take action despite risks

Ultimately uncover the truth 

You don’t have to tell 
your own story…

Storytelling is an essential 
human activity and the 
harder  the situation the 

more essential it is.

What change do you want? 

Change begins with a 
Story 

  


